NOVEMBER

ACROSS

1 Gravy
6 Dog food brand
10 Light source
14 Fable writer
15 Vault
16 Seaweed substance
17 Australian bear
18 Dress decoration
19 Nude
20 Information
21 Counterfeitors
23 Pastry
24 Man who built the arc
26 Sea between Turkey and Greece
28 Mythical deities
31 Sun
32 North by east
33 Hydrocarbon
36 Dueling sword
40 Do what you're told
42 United States
43 Sweet potatoes
44 Grow smaller
45 Salt's opposite
48 Drink slowly
NOVEMBER

DOWN

1  Rice wine
2  Long time
3  U.S. Air Force
4  New territory dwellers
5  Environmental protection agency (abbr)
6  God of Islam
7  Tell a secret
8  Walk back and forth
9  Run
10  Scientist's office
11  Open mouthed
12  Santa ___
13  Clean feathers
21  Nimble
22  Ocean
25  Unrefined metal
27  Shade of black
28  Winter precipitation
29  Syrian bishop
30  Adolescent
31  Breaking sound
34  Colored
35  Poisonous snake
37  Bygone
38  Ruler
39  Spot
41  Time period
45  Puritan
46  Freudian selves
47  Uncooked
50  Contend
52  Capital of the Bahamas
53  Large meal
54  Ice house
55  Greek government
56  Islands
59  Make over
60  Snaky fish
62  Pork servings
63  Organizational backing (alternate spelling)
64  Say its not true
66  Modern
68  Expression
NOVEMBER

Solution:

SAUCE
A ESOP
KOALA
INFO

ALPO
LEAP
LACE
FAKERS

LAMP
AGAR
BARE
PIE

NOAH
AEGEAN
STAR

ETHANE
EPEE

USA
YAMS

PEPPER
SIP

AVID
GANTRY

FIBRIL
IOWA

EGRESS
SHED

ALUM
REEL

SOLO
IDLE

TOED
MOSS
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